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Genre: Short film noir          Running time: 15’
Estimated Budget: 90.000 Eur          Status: Development          Expected Premiere: 2015
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Michal Baláž (1986)

Michal is a young scriptwriter and director from Slovakia. 

He first studied screenwriting and dramaturgy, followed by 

film directing at the Slovak national film school in Bratislava. 

He is currently finishing his ArtD degree. After several 

successful short films made at the film school, The Taster 

will be Michal’s first professional work with an established 

production company.

artichoke FilM proDucTion

Artichoke is a Slovak film production company founded 

in 2010 by scriptwriter, director and producer Juraj 

Krasnohorsky and production manager Henrieta cvangová, 

and in 2012 joined by a polish producer, Danuta Gęgotek. 

We concentrate mainly on short and feature projects for 

cinema, international co-productions, fiction TV production 

and cinema-related events such as organizing workshops.

our ambition with The Taster is to produce a highly 

stylized and cinematic short film as imagined by the director 

and help him to establish himself at festivals and on the 

international scene, while preparing his debut feature film.

This dark and dystopian neo-noir story takes place 
in the near future. The world is heavily polluted and 
as a consequence the human race is the only animal 
species left. Most people are affected by a virus, 
which causes a definitive taste and smell loss.

We follow Joseph, a man in his 40s, who is one 
of the few left unaffected by this virus. It doesn’t 
guarantee him any privilege; he has to earn his 
living working in a factory. He works as a taster for 
a company developing an artificial substitute for the 
missing proteins.

Joseph’s wife is very ill and needs a new heart 
implant, which is very expensive. Joseph is saving 
every penny from his wage to be able to purchase 
it. A problem appears when he is injured by a sick 
homeless man, gets infected and loses his taste.

He tries to hide his condition, but ultimately he is 
discovered and fired from his job, thus incapable of 
saving his wife. When the health insurance wants 
to take back a medical tool that keeps his wife alive, 
Joseph is desperate. His last chance is to take money 
from a wealthy donor, an old millionaire, living as 
a recluse in an old mansion. Strangely, in return for 
the loan, he only asks Joseph to attend his dinner 
party. There, a secret meal is served, supposed to 
give back the lost taste. 

Joseph’s wife is saved; she got a new heart 
implant. Now it’s Joseph’s turn to pay back his 
dept. He attends the dinner party, but discovers that 
he is more than just a guest.
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contact
Juraj Krasnohorsky

Email: juraj@artichoke.sk

Tel: +421 904 185 692
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